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IN NATURE WE TRUST

LIFE TRACES

IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT PLASTIC

MAKE TOYS NOT GUNS

G.M.H. (Genetically Modified Humans)





IN NATURE WE TRUST

The intent is to raise awareness about the stress
climate change and plastic garbage bring to the to marine life.

Integral part of the campaign are ‘Water Dollars’ ©,
a modification of a 5-dollar bill.

Water Dollars are meant to be the first environmental currency.
They are also used in a game to teach children
how small, sustainable actions in their everyday life
can make a big difference on the environment.











LIFE TRACES
Be Aware of Crossing Angels

As we move around the planet, we leave behind traces of our energy,
crumbs of our souls that linger long after we die.

Imagine the intricate web of these traces of human energy wrapping the 
planet. Aeronautical charts are the closest visual representation
of this concept that I could find.

In these charts, dated 50 years into the future, you can find the names of 
those who inspired me, the memory of past climate catastrophes,
the names of extinct species and a new world on its way to recovery...

(an AR exp of this project is in the works)



















IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT PLASTIC

Plastic, Polar, Petrol Brides – Humans in a Bottle
R.I.P. FISH, AIR, VOTE PLANET

These are the main elements of a campaign aimed at reminding us that we,
and the oceans surrounding us, are about to be overwhelmed by unmanageable
amounts of plastic garbage that are bouncing back into the food chain,
the air and deep into the ground.

Industrial pollution is reaching
unsustainable levels for all species on the planet















LE FISH

Le fish is a ‘live’ cartoon character of a fish-out-of-water that I impersonate
from time to time.

He walks around his fellow humans to find answers to what happened to his
ocean home.

It mostly lives on video and makes simple statements.

(He is a fish, after all)





MAKE TOYS NOT GUNS
BUY BOOKS NOT GUNS

This social campaign began as ‘Make Toys Not Bombs’
at the time of the nuclear standoff between North Korea and the US,
it then changed its focus on ‘guns’ to help raise awareness against
gun violence in the US and it moved on to ‘books’ to stress
the value of education

During #marchforourlives we gave away 500 t-shirts on Instagram
to sustain the cause of the protesters 









G.M.H.
Genetically Modified Humans

This is an ironic approach to the only solution possible
to counter the consequences of climate change: adapt to it.

Our global sustainability efforts can only delay our defeat as a
species against the survival order of the planet

We need to implement genetic modifications in humans
to be able to survive the challenge

Baby Turtle is the first G.M.H.
a climate catastrophe survival kit











SPACECOWS MISSION TO MARS

This is a spoof campaign aimed at Elon Musk and his SpaceX mission
to colonize Mars. Giving up the fight and moving humanity to Mars is an elitist and
discriminating solution. We know that animal farming is one of the top five polluting factors
of the earth atmosphere. Cows emit ridiculous amounts of methane and large swats of the
Amazon forest have been destroyed to create space for new cattle farms.

My idea is for humanity to switch to a plant-based diet, gather all the cows and
send them to Mars where it appears that high levels of methane mixed with mars atmosphere may actual
terraform the planet and create a less hostile environments to humans…







GOLD TRASH

Gold Trash is an ongoing ‘on the road’ project inspired by the Gold Rush.

The concept is to find discarded objects in garbage disposals around the US
and paint them in gold to re-purpose their aesthetic value.

We often discard unneeded or broken objects
without thinking of a potential second life.





THE AKUMAL TOTEM

This is the next project part of the GOLD TRASH initiative.
I was invited to paint a mural at the 2019 Akumal Arts festival in Mexico.
More than 100 artists from all over the world descended on this tiny community to paint murals
and hold art workshop in the local schools.

More than 2000 spray cans were discarded during the festival. I asked the organizers to collect them
so that I could go back to Akumal and re-purpose them in a sculpture.

Akumal sits in at the crossroads of the Mayan and Catholic cultures. For that reason I thought of creating
a Mayan guardian angel/totem whose shape is reminiscent of a cross.

The final work will be painted in gold, fake precious stones will be mounted in it and there will be some
sort of wind driven musical instrument in it.

Children from the local schools will actively participate in the execution.

The project has been moved to 2021 due to the pandemic.





SAVE THIS PLANET

This is a very costly and ambitious project, so if you know anybody rich and crazy
enough to finance it, please let me know. It can generate revenue in areas where
agriculture has been deemed impossible long ago

The idea is to write a big enough message for help on our planet’s deserts
so that it can be seen by alien spaceships passing by

The desert will be activated/fertilized by using bio-char and the resulting green
area created by the message letters will be used for agriculture

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biochar




THANK YOU

Copyright Acool55 Art 2020@acool55 email

https://www.instagram.com/acool55/
mailto:acool55@outlook.com
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